
How does Prolific work?

Prolific is a platform connecting researchers to participants, including a 

number of features to deliver extra value to researchers; we help pre-screen 

participants for suitability and data quality, make sure funds are available to 

pay participants before listing studies, and handle payments to participants 

on behalf of researchers. 



Fundamentally, we’re more like a marketplace than a service provider.



More information is available within our .Researcher Terms

For more information, see our  and  pages.Privacy Policy Data Protection

Legal & Data Protection FAQs

What are the contractual & data protection roles when 

you use Prolific?

Prolific does not typically handle or see the contents of study submissions. 

That makes life much easier for academic researchers as it conserves the 

confidentiality and independence of the study and means they don’t need 

to account for the involvement of a third actor when seeking ethics 

approvals.



Because all studies take place off-platform, Prolific never processes any 

personal data generated in the performance of a study. The researcher 

remains responsible for the conduct of studies, including making sure that 

they handle any personal data lawfully and that they comply with their 

institution’s internal processes. 



When a participant takes part in a study, that forms a contract between the 

participant and researcher based on Prolific’s standard terms, but separate 

from their respective contracts with Prolific



More information is available within our .Researcher Terms

What kinds of liability insurance do we have?

We have Professional Indemnity Insurance cover at £1m, Public and Product 

Liability cover at £5m, and Employer’s Liability at £10m.



More information is available within our .Researcher Terms

What’s our liability cap?

Because our role in connecting you with participants is limited, and we don’t 

control the content, conduct or commercial value of studies, we limit and 

exclude our liability to an appropriate degree.



In particular, we don’t accept liability for losses which are not foreseeable, 

and our liability is generally capped. If our liability arises in connection with a 

particular study, the cap is 125% of the fee we received for listing that study. 

If our liability arises for some broader reason, the cap is the total fees we 

received from you in the last six months. If we are subject to a third party 

claim because you are in breach of our Terms, then you will be responsible for 

covering our costs and losses in connection with that claim.



More information is available within our .Researcher Terms

Should we have a Data Processing Agreement?

No - we never act as a data processor.



All of the personal data associated with any user’s account (whether 

participants or researchers) is personal data of which Prolific is a controller, 

as we process it for our own business purposes (primarily the purposes of 

offering our platform services to users concerned).



We do not host studies or otherwise process data on behalf of our researcher 

users; there is therefore no requirement for a data processing agreement to 

be in place under Article 28 UK GDPR. User data is stored within Google 

Cloud Platform servers located in Belgium. 

How do we ensure GDPR compliance?

We do not act as a researcher’s or institution's data processor in any 


circumstances, and because studies are conducted outside our platform any


personal data an institution might collect in conducting studies will be 


entirely under their control and their responsibility rather than ours.



In relation to the very limited demographic and performance data which we 


transfer to researchers, we ensure that the data transfer is lawful by: i) 


describing it fully in our privacy notices to participants; ii) pseudonymising 

the data as a security measure; iii) requiring researchers to comply with our 

Researcher Terms (which include the requirement that they provide a 

privacy notice and otherwise comply with data protection law); and iv) 

including data transfer terms in those Researcher Terms meeting the 

requirements of UK and European law.



In relation to personal data of which we are controller (so, for example, 


account information relating to researchers and participants, and the 


demographic data we hold in relation to participants to ensure they are 


notified only of studies for which they are suitable), we handle that data as 


described in our privacy notices. Our obligations as a controller apply to all 


personal data, not just data from one particular jurisdiction (since we are a 


UK company and bound by UK GDPR in relation to all personal data 


regardless of the origin of the data subject).

What security measures do we have in place?

We take the following security measures (this is a non-exhaustive list, as we're 

constantly trying to improve)

 Prolific uses encrypted HTTPS connections, secured by Transport Layer 

Security (TLS)

 Participants are assigned a unique participant ID (24 character alphanumeric) 

so all their data is pseudonymised (or in some cases anonymised)

 Prolific provides an anonymized internal messaging service, which allows 

participants to message researchers (and vice versa) with any concerns

 Researchers cannot access participants’ identifiable information. Clear 

guidance is provided on what information researchers cannot request. See 

Can I ask participants for their person information / identifiers? for further 

guidance

 User data is stored in a secure cloud container environment (we use AWS, 

with best-in-show security), with access controls set and limited on a need-

to-know basis

 User passwords are hashed using industry approved technologies. They are 

stored securely and can not be viewed by Prolific

 We do not handle any data provided within study response - all studies are 

carried out on external survey software/platforms.



We have in place internal policies to address data subject rights requests as well 

as data retention policies to ensure data is not held longer than is required, and 

records of processing address the requirements of Article 30 UK GDPR.



More information can be found in our .
Help Centre

https://prolific.notion.site/Researcher-Terms-d6cf668ca2354f34a9aab69490b0d050
https://www.prolific.co/assets/docs/Prolific_privacy-policy.pdf
https://researcher-help.prolific.co/hc/en-gb/articles/360009094594-Data-protection-and-privacy
https://prolific.notion.site/Researcher-Terms-d6cf668ca2354f34a9aab69490b0d050
https://prolific.notion.site/Researcher-Terms-d6cf668ca2354f34a9aab69490b0d050
https://prolific.notion.site/Researcher-Terms-d6cf668ca2354f34a9aab69490b0d050
https://researcher-help.prolific.co/hc/en-gb/articles/360009094594-Data-protection-and-privacy#sts=Prolific's%20security%20systems

